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Annexure-1 

CONSOLIDATED PROPOSALS OF METROS FROM DMRC 

Agenda items are as under: - 

Item No.(i): Study of various fastening systems and their supporting 
   base on establishedMetro systems 

Railway Board vide letter dated 25.5.2011 issued performance criteria for fastening 
system to be used on Metro network. This performance criteria stipulates various 
parameters such as laboratory testing, provenness aspects, laying and maintenance 
instructions etc. RDSO floated EOI also to evaluate the fastening system compliant 
to performance criteria. Till now, Railway Board has approved 3 - 4 fastening 
systems. Performance criteria need to be reviewed with respect to other codal 
provisions other than EN norms. There is also need to review supporting base 
compatible with different fastening system, so that provenness of fastening along 
with base is necessary to adopt a system. 

Item No.(ii): Study of various types of turnouts and related fixtures 
   and study of layouts along with their speed potential, 
   including supplier base in India and elsewhere. 

Based upon the experience of Delhi Metro, Railway Board has prepared the technical 
standard for turnouts, scissors crossover etc. This technical standard covers various 
type of turnouts with speed potential, specification etc. Details given in Railway 
Board technical standards are in general satisfactory. As far as supplier base is 
concerned, possibility of same can be explored as sufficient experience has been 
gained in Metro system.However, Bangalore Metro has given following agenda, 
which need to be considered by the Committee. 

A. Standards for Turn outs  
 

1. Standards of Turn outs approved by Railway Board 
 

1.1 As per para 10 of ‘Technical Standards For Track Structure for Metro 
Railways/MRTS Systems’ issued by the MoUD, the following standards are 
laid down for ‘main line’ and ‘Depot and other non-running lines’. 
 
Sl.No. Main 

line/Depot 
lines 

Angle 
of 
Turn 
out 

Switch 
entry 
angle 

Radius 
of lead 
curve(m)

Overall 
length of 
cross over 
with 4.2m 
track 
centers 

Speed 
potential-min
(kmph) 

1 Main line 1 in 9 0°20’00’’ 300 72.74m 45  
2 Main line 1 in 7 0°20’00’’ 190 58.242 35 
3 Depot 

lines 
1 in 7 0°20’00’’ 190 58.242 35 

 
2. Problems in adopting the approved standards 

 

2.1. In Metro systems, cross overs on the main lines are used only for 
thefollowing. 
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(i) in emergencies,  
(ii) for rake turn round  at the end of the corridor / terminal station 
(iii) for entry to Depot. 

 

2.2. In congested metropolitan cities where metros are planned, the track 
alignment is dictated by road lay out and built up structures on either side of 
road. The alignment thus will have many curves, both vertical and horizontal. 
Cross overs are to be located outside vertical curves, transitions of horizontal 
curves, and outside sharp horizontal curves. The SRJ is to be located 3.5-5m 
away from girder joints. These requirements narrow down the length 
available for cross overs. To get over this problem, either huge expenditure 
has to be incurred for obtaining lengths free of vertical and horizontal curves, 
or condonation should be sought from MoR. 
 

2.3. Modern designs for Turn outs are available with tangential entry switches with 
switch entry angle less than   0°20’00’’ stipulated above with lesser overall 
length of cross over and with the speed potential of 35kmph. Hence Metro 
systems should be given the freedom to go in for Turnouts of different radius 
and angle than specified above with a service speed of minimum 25kmph. 
 

2.4. In Metro systems using third rail traction, the suitability of Turnouts is 
governed by ‘bridgeable gaps’ available, which in turn depends on bogie 
spacing, track centers and type of Turnout used. Such Metros should have the 
freedom to adopt Turnouts suitable for operation, meeting the minimum 
general safety standards. 
 

3. Turnouts used in some  Metro systems for main line. 
 

3.1. Some of the Turn outs used in main lines of Metro systems are as under. 
 

Metro system Country Rail 
profile

Turn out 
geometry 

Metro Vienna Austria 49E1 150-1:6, 100-1:5 
Metro Singapur Singapur 60E1 150-1:6 
Metro Bangkok Thailand 54E1 140-1:6 
Metro Marshad Iran 49E1 140-1:7
ISAP Light Rail Greece 60E1 140,1:7 

 

 In this connection it is relevant to note that the above Turnouts are much 
 superior to the 1 in 12 Turnouts used on the main lines of IR. A comparison 
 of the features of 1 in 12 Turnout used in IR with those of 1 in 7, 140m radius 
 Turnout is at Annexure T1.  
 

4. Turnouts used in other Metro systems for Depots 
 

In world Metro systems, speed over Depot lines is generally restricted to a 
maximum of 25kmph. For placement of rakes in stabling lines and work 
shops, speeds could be less, say 20 kmph. In congested   metropolitan cities 
where metros are planned, space for Depots is costly and not always 
available. It becomes necessary to plan the lay out economically. Use of 
Turnouts occupying minimum space, but meeting the stringent standards of 
safety laid down in ‘Technical Standards for Track Structure for Metro 
Railways/MRTS Systems’ issued by the MoUD should be acceptable with 
suitable speed restrictions. In this connection, standard adopted by some of 
the Metros for Depot lines are given below. 
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Metro system Country Rail profile Turn out 
geometry 

Metro Singapore Singapore 60E1 140-1:6, 1:7 
Metro Adana Turkey 49E1 140-1:7 
Attiko Metro Greece 60E1 140-1:6 
Kaohsiung Metro Taiwan 60E1 140-1:7 
Taipei MRTS Taiwan 60E1 140-1:7 

 
5. BMRCL’s Opinion and Suggestion 

 

(i)   Track standards laid down for Turn outs laid down in ‘Technical Standards For 
Track  Structure for Metro Railways/MRTS Systems’ issued by the MoUD may 
be retained as ‘desirable standards’. There should be no objection to the use 
of Turnouts to superior standards and speed potential. Where the desirable 
standards cannot be adopted, Turnouts to same safety requirements but to 
lesser overall length should be permissible with suitable speed limits 
acceptable to the Metro system.  

 

(ii)  There should not be any hesitation in using 1 in 7, 140m radius Turnouts with 
 tangential entry switches (switch entry angle 0°19’33’’) with a speed potential 
 of 35kmph on the main lines and Depot lines. 
 

Item No.(iii): Method of track and Bridge interaction analysis 

1. Practice:   
 

 Track and Bridge interaction analysis is modeled based on UIC 774 – 3 R. 
Computer programs like LARSA, Midas etc. are used to model and analyze the 
track and bridge structures for a length of 600 m approximately. This model 
will represent the actual dimensions of the structure, horizontal and vertical 
alignment of the track etc., 

 

2. BMRCL Opinion & Suggestions:  
 

 The above practice is being followed by BMRCL. Numerical analysis based on 
charts  of UIC 774 – 3R should also be permitted. 

 

Item No.(iv): Impact of various rail inclination on the negotiability, 
   rail stress and railwheel interaction 
 
This study has been done by Hyderabad Metro, therefore, their comments are 
necessary for analysis. 
 

Item No.(v): Study of guidelines regarding check rail in India and  
   elsewhere 
 

Technical standard of track structure issued by Ministry of Railway Board stipulates 
as under: - 
 

“Check rail should be provided on curves where radius is 218m or less on Broad 
Gauge and radius is 190m or less on Standard Gauge.” 
 

Till now, DMRC has not provided curve less than 218 meterRadius on Broad Gauge 
and less than 190 meter radius on Standard Gauge, therefore, check rail has not 
been provided. Provision of check rail in sharp curves should be decided jointly by 
Track and vehicle experts based upon vehicle parameters. Bangalore Metro has done 
some analysis and detailed agenda item referred by Bangalore Metro is as under: - 
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1. Design Philosophy adopted by Bangalore Metro in regard to 
provision of check rails on sharp curves.  
 

1.1. Phase-1 of Bangalore Metro has sharp curves on main line and depots. The 
sharpest curve on main lines has a radius of 120m, and those in Depots have 
a radius of 100m. 
 

1.2. The DPR framed by DMRC and approved by the Government of India did not 
provide for check rails on sharp curves. 
 

1.3. The bogie of coach used in Bangalore Metro, with rigid wheel base of bogie of 
2200mm, has been designed for negotiating curve of minimum radius 100m 
on main lines and 90m in the Depot lines. The vehicles were tested at the 
factory and the results were as under. 
 

Design 
paramete
rs 

BMRCL 
requirements 

BRMM design 
values(Analysis 
Result) 

BMRCL Vehicle 
Static Test 
Result(at HR 
Korea factory)

Wheel 
unloading 
(ΔQ/Q) 

Inflated condition: 
(ΔQ/Q)<50% 
Deflated 
condition(ΔQ/Q)<60
% 

Inflated 
=(ΔQ/Q)33.90% 
Deflated=(ΔQ/Q)51.
30% 

Inflated=(ΔQ/Q)44
% 
Deflated=(ΔQ/Q)59
% 

Rotational 
Resistance 
(X-factor)- 
For R120m 
curve on 
main line 

<0.08 
(at bogie rotational 
speed of 0.8 
deg/sec. On 120m 
curves) 

X(inflated)=0.050 
X(deflated)=0.048 

X(inflated)=0.0416 
X(deflated)=0.0797 

Rotational 
Resistance 
(X-factor)- 
For R90m 
curve in 
Depot 

<0.08 
(at bogie rotational 
speed of 0.4 
deg/sec. On 90m 
curves) 

X(inflated)=0.050 
X(deflated)=0.048 

X(inflated)=0.0473 
X(deflated)=0.0754 

Derailment 
Quotient 
(Y/Q) 

<1.0 
(Under all operating 
conditions) 

At R120 curve 
Inflated(max)=0.72 
Deflated 
(max)=0.80 
At 90m curve 
Inflated(max)=0.63 
Deflated 
(max)=0.64 
 

NA 

The above analysis was done without check rails. 

1.4. The Track design consultants for Bangalore Metro-a consortium of SREI-TUV-
DBI, did not recommend provision of check rails on sharp curves. At that 
time, there were no guide lines issued by Railway Board for Metros. As a 
measure of caution, the consultants were asked to justify their 
recommendations with technical reasons and practices abroad. The reasons 
furnished by them are as under. 
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(i) The recommendation was based on the prevailing norms and 
standards applied in other major railway organizations and MRT 
systems, and was to provide a cost effective system during 
construction and maintenance. 

(ii) Check rails were introduced in the olden times to prevent excessive 
wear at the outer rail under the condition that multi-axle vehicles with 
stiff frame (steam locomotives) of vehicles and vehicles with 2 axles 
with a long axle base running through curves. With the use of vehicles 
with bogies with short wheel base and with the use of 880 grade or 
higher grade running rails, the check rail system has become obsolete. 

(iii) Due to permanent contact between the back surface of wheel and the 
check rail, friction is created which tries to lift the wheel during the run 
through the curve. 

(iv) BTS Bangkok has sharp curves, one of them as sharp as 87.5m, and 
initially check rails had been installed. However, the check rails have 
since been removed in view of the adverse wheel “lift up” phenomena 
experienced and were converted in to restraining rails. 

(v) Similarly, MRTA Bangkok also removed the initially installed check rails 
at all relevant curves. 

(vi) MRT systems in Tapei, Kaohsiung, Singapore, Singapore North East 
line and Athens Metro where De Consult/DBI have advised, have not 
installed check rails. 

(vii) Berlin U-Bahn having minimum radius of curvature of 75m is not 
provided with check rails and derailment up-stands. Curves with radius 
less than 300m are provided with restraining rails with a flange gap of 
66mm. 

(viii) Cologne U-Bahn having minimum radius of curvature of 50m is not 
provided with check rails or derailment up-stands. Curves with radius 
less than 80m are provided with restraining rails with a flange gap of 
65mm. 

(ix) German Railway standard does not suggest provision of check 
rails/restraining rails post introduction of 880 grade or higher grade 
running rails. 
 

1.5. In the absence of any guide lines from Railway Board on the subject, 
Bangalore Metro decided not to provide check rails on sharp curves as 
recommended by the consultants. 
 

2. Types of check rails/Restraining Rails 

The check rails/guard rails are installed for performing different functions as 
given under: 
 

(i) Check rails-Check rails are rails which come in contact with the back 
surface of the wheel during the run of vehicles through the curve. The 
check rail gap is defined such that the wheel flange at the outside of 
the curve does not come in contact with the gauge corner of the rail 
head. In this case, the clearance between running rail and guard rail 
should be small, of the order of 41-44mm. 

(ii) Restraining Rails-Restraining rails are rails which prevent the axle 
from completely derailing after the outer wheel flange climbed up the 
rail head in the early stage of a derailment. The back surface of the 
inner wheel comes in contact the restraining rail while the outer wheel 
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flange is running on top of the rail head. The gap should be designed 
such that the wheel flange is running exactly in the middle of the rail 
head. In this case, the clearance between running rail and guard rail 
should be about 70-80mm.  

(iii) Guard Rails- Guard rails prevent a derailed axle(and thus the derailed 
vehicle) from moving in the transverse direction more than it is allowed 
to do so. The transverse movement of the derailed vehicle shall be 
limited in order that the rolling stock does not hit fixed installations and 
causes collapse of the structure or to prevent the derailed vehicle from 
leaving elevated structures.  In this case, the clearance between 
running rail and guard rail should be 180mm or more.  
 

3. Experience of Bangkok Transit System with the use of check rails. 

It was reported by the Maintenance Head of Bangkok Transit system 
Company Ltd, during discussions by the BMRCL that in the case of BTS, 
during the year 1998, at the time of installation of the system, check rails 
were provided on curves sharper than 200m radius with a check rail clearance 
of 47mm to avoid premature wear of gauge face of outer rail as per 
technology available at that time. To enable provision of check rails, concrete 
derailment up stands were provided on the outside of running rails. With 
check rails on sharp curves, life of about 10 years of rails was expected. After 
operating the system for about 10 years, it was noted that wear on the outer 
rail on sharp curves was not significant and these did not require 
replacement. However, backside of flange of inner wheel was having shining 
marks due to contact with check rail and this required frequent re-profiling of 
the wheel leading to less life of the wheels. Further investigations revealed 
that there were plastic deformation marks on the axle and   wheel interface 
zone. This became a critical safety issue as this had the potential to cause 
structural failure of axle of wheel set if continued unchecked. Further, this 
could also lead to lifting of the inner wheel on the sharp curve by contact with 
the check rail and cause derailment.     
 

Based on the above, it was concluded that to address the above safety critical 
issues, check rail need not be provided. Since check rail arrangement was 
already available, the check rail clearance was increased to 80mm so that it 
could function as a restraining rail, coming in to operation in case of 
derailment.  
 

4. Check Rail provision in ‘Technical Standards for Track Structure for 
Metro Railways/ MRTS Systems’ dated 23-12-2011 
 

Para 4(vi) of ‘Technical Standards for Track Structure for Metro Railways/ 
MRTS Systems’ dated 23-12-2011 lays down that ‘check rail should be 
provided on curves where radius is 190m or less on Standard Gauge’. The 
‘Technical Standards’ is silent as to the purpose to be served by check rails 
and the check rail clearance to be provided.  
 

5. Function of check rails as envisaged by the Railway Board. 
 

During correspondence with Railway Board, it was clarified by the Board vide 
their letter No. 2010/Proj /Bangalore/30/4 (Vol.II) dated 15-02-2012 that the 
check rail clearance which demonstrates that the wheel is prevented from 
mounting the rail in the worst case scenario would be acceptable. The 
function of check rail here is as a restraining rail, preventing the wheel from 
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mounting the outer rail. To ensure this, the back of the wheel should come in 
contact with the check rail before outer wheel can come in contact with outer 
rail. Thus, the wear is taken away by check rail. The angular wear of outer 
rail does not take place. 
 

6. Relevance of check rail with the use of 1080 Grade HH Rails 

Since 1080 grade HH rails are used on sharp curves, and no or insignificant 
wear is expected on these rails, the chances of angular wear which is 
conducive to wheel climbing type of derailment, is bleak. With the use of 
1080 grade HH rails, use of rail grinding becomes mandatory with inspection 
schedule of rail wear every 6-12 months depending on sharpness of curve. 
With the use of HH rails, elimination of cracks on the head assumes priority 
and rail head gets grinding treatment to eliminate the cracks well before 
angular wear can take place. In this scenario, the use of check rail becomes a 
redundant exercise. 
 

7. Check Rail provision in TCR Report No. 71-vol-7 

This report deals with ‘Guide lines for Guard/Restraining Rail Installation. The 
report considers two philosophies-Philosophy-I(shared contact between the 
high rail flange and the guard rail on low-rail wheel) leading to better vehicle 
dynamic performance than philosophy-2(no high rail flange contact, the guard 
rail contact being on the low rail wheel. Both philosophies lead to higher 
vehicle rolling resistance and leading axle wheel wear compared with the case 
with no guard rail. 
 

The study has taken the ‘Nadal  Limit’ and ‘flange climb distance limit’ as the 
criteria for flange climb derailment. Three factors having the most critical 
effects are, ‘wheel flange angle’, ‘W/R friction coefficient’, and the ‘track 
perturbation amplitude’. The study recommends 75 ° wheel angle(70° used in 
Bangalore Metro); the larger the wheel flange angle, the smaller the guarded 
curve radius. No guard rails are recommended for yard curves with 
15mph(25kmph) speed limit. No guard rails are recommended for track with 
Level 1 track perturbations(standards adopted by Metro systems are superior 
to Level 1 perturbations). The above recommendations are with the use of 
75°flange angle.  
 

8. Check Rail provision in TCR Report No. 71-vol-5 

This report deals with ‘Flange climb Derailment Criteria and Wheel/Rail Profile 
Management Guide lines for Transit Operations’. The study arrives at the 
following conclusions of relevance to the subject of this report. 
 

(i) Higher flange angles above 72 degrees are strongly recommended to 
improve operational safety. 

(ii) Wheel and rail profile combinations used in transit operations should 
be systematically evaluated to ensure that they have good 
performance on both tangent track and curves under given vehicle and 
track conditions. 

(iii) Track gauge and restraining rails need to be carefully set on curves to 
allow sufficient RRD(rolling radii difference between two wheels of a 
wheel set) to reduce high rail wear and lateral force. 
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(iv) Reduction of wheel/rail wear can be achieved by optimization of 
wheel/rail profiles, properly designed primary suspension and 
improvement of track maintenance, and application of lubrication. 
 

9. Check Rail Provision in Research Results Digest 82. 

This report deals with ‘Use of Guard/Restraining Rails’. 
 

The following are the conclusions of this Report having relevance to the 
subject of study.  
 

(i) The optimal check rail clearance should be such that the flange front 
wheel-rail clearance equals the clearance between the wheel flange 
back and the guard rail. 

(ii) The flange way width should increase with the wheel set AOA and 
track curvature for AOA larger than 20mrad. 

(iii) Lubrication of high rail gauge face and restraining rail significantly 
reduces the W/R wear and rolling resistances. 
 

10. BMRCL’s Opinion and Suggestion 

(i) Check rails can be dispensed with on main lines if the following 
conditions are fulfilled. 

(a)  1080 grade HH rails are used on the main line 
(b)  Derailment up-stands are provided, and  
(c)  Rail grinding using Rail Grinding Machine and wheel profiling using 

 wheel grinding machine are done. 
(ii) Check rails need not be provided in Depots with speeds limited to 25 

kmph. 
 

Item No.(vi): Study of Indian Railways experience/data regarding  
   wear of rails at sharpcurves 

This detail can only be provided by Indian Railway. 
 

Item No.(vii): Standardization of loading envelopes for design codes of 
   bridges covering various aspects for Metro railway in  
   line with Indian railway Bridge Rules. 

Bangalore metro has given following details and suggestions: - 

Practice: 

IR is still working on loading envelopes given IRS- Bridge Rules. 

BMRCL Comments:   

Loading envelope in Indian Railway Bridge Rules are based on the concept of EUDL 
for absolute maximum shear and maximum bending moments. These envelopes give 
conservative values and were developed in the pre-computer program era where the 
simulation of moving loads by manual calculations were difficult. Idealization of train 
formation was assumed and the ILDs (Influence line diagrams) were generated to 
obtain absolute maximum shear Force and bending moments for a given span. 
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BMRCL’s Opinion and Suggestion:  

Structural analysis programs like STAAD make it easy to analyze the moving loads. 
Hence, the need for developing Loading envelopes will not be required. To ensure 
the loads within limits, the axle loads and their spacing     (for all kinds of Rolling 
stock likely to move on the track) shall be monitored and contained within the 
approved SOD provisions. In case of exigencies, the structure has to be analyzed for 
a given axle load combination and the adequacy of the structure has to be assessed. 

Item No.(viii): Standards of various design codes similar to IRS/IS  
   codes for design ofconcrete superstructure, bearing,  
   substructure and foundation coveringspecial type 
   structure. 

Bangalore Metro has given following details and suggestions: - 

Practice:  

The following codes are being used for design of various components. 

1. Pile foundation:  IS - 2911  
2. Pile cap:  IRS - CBC 
3. Pier:   IRS  - CBC 
4. Pier Cap:  IS - 456 
5. Bearing:  IRC- 83 & UIC – 772-1R 
6. Super structure: IRS  -CBC, IRC -18, IRC -SP 65 
7. Station Buildings IS - 456 
 

All applicable codes in the order of priority given below are used for various items 
like loads, load combinations, analysis, design, stress checks, deflection checks etc., 
are used. 

IRS codes, IS codes, IRC codes, Special publications of IRC, Euro codes and 
American codes. 

Track and Bridge interaction analysis is based on UIC codes. 

BMRCL’s Opinion & Suggestion:  

The above practice is being followed by BMRCL. Further, few important aspects like 
load combination, crack width check and minimum member thickness of PSC 
structures as given in annexure 1 may be permitted. 

Item no (ix): Standardization of models and software for analysis of 
   bridge 

 

Bangalore Metro has given following details and suggestions: - 

Practice:  

Segmental box section, Segmental single U girder, Full span single/ Double U girder, 
I girders are the general cross sections used in Metro construction. 

Pre and post tensioned pre-stressing systems are used based on the ground realities 
like casting yard size and location, ease of movement of girders, traffic constraints, 
launching schemes etc., 
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Analysis of the structures is being done using software like: 
• STAAD Pro 
• Midas 
• RM - 80 
• LARSA etc., 

 

BMRCL’s Opinion & Suggestion: 
 
The above practice is being followed by BMRCL. Due to the unique situations/factors 
like the Geographical terrain, axle loads, Rolling stock, Traction etc., , Metros should 
be permitted to adopt most appropriate software based on the structural 
configuration. 
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Annexure 1 

 

Miscellaneous Items 

 
(i)  Speed Restrictions on Metro lines 
 
1.  IR practice is that, wherever speed restrictions are imposed, whether 
temporary or permanent speeds are rounded off to the lower multiple of 5 kmph 
from the calculated/ evaluated values. This is necessary basically since the trains are 
controlled manually by the Train pilot (driver). Since he is liable to err, being human 
controlled , for safety sake, reduction to the lower 5 kmph is done. 
 
2.  In Metros, the story is entirely   different. There is Automatic Train Protection, 
Automatic Train Operation and Automatic Train Supervision. Everything being 
automatic and there being no  human interface (except in emergencies and manual 
mode for which speeds are restricted) there is need for Railway Board to view the 
above mentioned practice of rounding of the speed to the lower multiple or 5 kmph 
from the calculated/evaluated value. The speed can be rounded off to the lower   1 
kmph or 2 kmph at the most.  It has to be appreciated that in Metros, when 
headways are counted in seconds, any loss in speed adversely affects the headway 
and thereby the number of trains that can be run per hour and this is not in the 
interest of commuters travelling in the Metro. It may be noted that in 
Communication Based Train Control (CBTC) system, headways can go down to as 
low as 90 seconds (ie. 40 trains per hour). 
 
(ii)  Oscillation Trials. 
 
In Oscillation trials also , as per Railway Board’s extent instructions, RDSO gives 
speed certificate at 10% lower than the  max speed sustained for long lengths at 
which the trials were conducted. 
 
Due to reasons given in (2) above, that is complete Automatic Train Operation and 
as the track is Ballastless track (a fit and forget track) and continuously welded, 
there is no need to keep such a large margin of 10%. Even though no margin may 
be required, probably a margin of 2 to 3% is adequate to cater for ‘Unforeseen 
circumstances’. In other words, if the max. speed of metro line is designed for 80 
kmph max speed, the trials may be conducted at 83 kmph instead of 88 kmph (10% 
above). Converse is more important, .ie.  a reduction of only 2 to 3% may be made 
from the max speed sustained during trials while giving the speed certificate. 

 
(iii)   Superimposed Dead load (SIDL): 

Concept of Fixed and Variable SIDL shall be adopted in Metro structures. 
For instance, the Parapet (Emergency Walkway) is built separately based on the 
construction sequence in case of Segmental construction. This forms an integral part 
in case of U girder (SYSTRA’s design). 
 
Fixed SIDL shall be treated as Dead Load and Variable SIDL shall be considered as 
SIDL for SLS and ULS analysis.  
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This aspect is permitted in IRC 6 – 2010 (Tables 3.1 to 3.4). 
 

(iv)  Load combinations: 

IRS CBC is considering load combinations for Strength (ULS) and Serviceability (SLS) 
Conditions only. There is no differentiation between frequent/rare occurrence of 
loads and similarly for transient and permanent loads. Further, concept of 
equilibrium check during service and the relevant load combinations for that effect 
are omitted. Concept of combining the loads under leading and accompanying 
categories is not dealt. 

 

These issues are dealt in IRC 6- 2010 (Tables 3.1 to 3.4) and Euro codes ( EN 1991-
2). This shall be made applicable to Metro structures. 

 
(v)  Crack width consideration 

Crack width control is basically for RCC structures from durability point of view. The 
IRS CBC stipulations limiting it to 0.2 mm for moderate exposure condition is very 
stringent. This is leading to larger cross sections and higher steel requirement. 

 
Adopting IS 456 ( cl.35.3.2) provisions differentiating the structural elements where 
cracks will have detrimental effect can be considered. Even IRC 112 – 2011 ( Cl. 
12.3.2) is having  permissible crack width of 0.3 mm for moderate and severe 
exposure conditions. This shall be made applicable to Metro structures. 

 
(vi)  Minimum Web thickness for Prestressed  I- girdes and Box girdes: 

Minimum web thickness of a  box/I girder as per cl 16.9.26.2 of IRS CBC works out 
to 375 mm for duct dia of 110 mm.  
 
Adopting IRC 112 – 2011 provisions ( cl.15.3.1.2) will be reducing the web thickness 
to 330 mm. The saving in the Self weight of the structure will be about 3% for box 
girder and about 10% for I girders. 

AASHTO and Euro codes recommends still lesser Web thickness.  

This shall be made applicable to Metro structures. 

Hence, there is a strong case to consider the above factors for analysis and design 
of the Metro structures. This will result in optimising the structural sections and 
thereby cost of the project. 

(vii) Study of guidelines regarding guard rail in India and elsewhere 

In tunnel, guard rail is normally not provided if only one track is laid. In DMRC 
Phase-I & Phase-II also guard rail has not been provided. Guard rail can create a 
problem during the evacuation in emergency. However, in tunnels where two tracks 
are parallel guard rail need to be provided. This issue to be considered by the 
Committee. 

(viii) Wherever IRS specifications are mentioned in the track structure, Metro 
should follow the testing parameters with regard to Metallurgical, Mechanical and 
Chemical analysis etc. Other procedures such as QAP, vendor approval of RDSO etc. 
need not be mandatory.  


